
steve Lukather
TRANSITION
Mascot
Transition is a varied beast with chugging rock,
clinical fingerplay and a heap of atmospherics all
channelled through some offbeat arrangements
- and it makes for a megalithic production. A stark
and unfussy guitar tone allows room for some

equally sizeable
themes to be ai red,
and with absorbing
arch itectu re and
expressive skills such
as these, it's no wonder
he stood up to Vai and
Satriani on the G3tour.

Michael Schenker
TEMPLE OF ROCK:LIVE IN EUROPE
Inakustik
A hefty helping of stadium bombast never hurt
anyone, and if one player wears it well it's
Schenker. With a fretbound skillset that's beyond
most, he offers grinding riffs and surging grooves
throughout these live cuts taken from two of his

best pertormances.e
one in Tilburg and one
in London. Relentless
is one word for it,
gargantuan is
another. Hold aloft
the nearest Flying V
and kneel at the altar.

Jullansas
BOUND TO ROLL
Cavalier Recordings
A hearty fusion of big, bolshy blues and honest,
roomy ballads from the Dutchman for his eighth
studio effort. Tethering sleek blues-rock licks and
earnest lyrics to the cooking tunes here may well
just elevate Sasa little further up the ladder too.

In amongst the nine
originals Sasdoes
Rory Gallagher's
Shadow Play proud
and adds a keen and
ferocious wah to
Dylan's Highway 61
Revisited. On the up.
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Red Lamb
RED LAMB
Proper
Red Lamb is the vision of Anthrax's lead man Dave
Spitz, helped along by Megadeth's Dave Mustaine,
who wrote lyrics and co-produced. The heavy yet
melodious crunch comes straight out of their day
jobs and tech-whizz Chris Venna adds an extra
n;:;;;;;::-;;-;;F.'-=:l~ dimension that IiIts the ir

darkened musical
vision. They could quite
easily have overdone
this with too much
showy speeding, but it's
a nicely upfront piece of
metalwork.

The Malingerers
THE LONELY YEARS
Fat & Balabous
Squawking harmonica, dusty strumming and a
ragged feel scoops us up and plonks us in the
Americana-flecked house of UK folk outfit
Malingerers. They've been shaking things up on the
airwaves, and for sound reason; the down-trodden

slur of TheOptimist is
irresistible melancholy,
Hell Child delivers a
breezy, upbeat shanty,
and the boxy stomp of
Down By TheSea is pure
unadulterated
campfire bliss.

Hot Club Of Cowtown
RENDEZVOUSIN RHYTHM
Gold Strike
This exemplary Texan swing trio roll out the best-of
gypsy jazz and French swing for Rendezvous. Here
they indulge in the influential grooves of Django
Reinhardt and fiddle-meister Stephane Grappelli
with popular favourites that include the cheeky fun

of Crazy Rhythm, an
oh-so-slinkv take on rm
In TheMood For Love
and Reinhardt's own
classicMinor Swing.
Characterful and
perfectly executed
craftsmanship. Bravo!

Nonesuch
Wesat agape while Metheny conducted his
pneumatic orchestra for 2010's groundbreaking
Orchestrion album. This expands on that
undertaking with all five movements frorrrthe
project featured and eight more pieces that get

the treatment too.
Musical creativity is
re-defined by
moments like this, and
when man and guitar
meet machine it's
incredible to behold.
A fascinating record.

Pat Metheny
THE ORCHESTRIONPROJECT

Kevin Eubanks
THE MESSENGER
Mack Avenue

Eubanks' slender jazz wanderings have always
painted a sensuous scene that's both relaxing and
exhilarating when in full flow, but here there's a
mellowed vibe that embraces other avenues
including funk and blues too. Jeff Beck's Led Boots

is visited with a
scat-led groove and
John Coltrane's
Resolution adds
familiarity with a twist
while Eubanks' cuts
are signed off with the
utmost finesse.

Buddy Miller & Jim Lauderdale
BUDDY&JIM
New West

Two multi-award winning country stars celebrate
their mutual love of male duets (the Louvin
Brothers, Johnny & Jack et al) with their own'gern
of a collaboration. Buddy and Jim's close-knit
tenors weave their harmonies around some

freshly-written tracks
as well as diving into
tried and tested oldies
like Down South In
New Orleans and Jim
Cracklin's jumpin' hit
The Wobble. Fantastic
meeting of might.
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